Wire and arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) is a promising alternative to traditional subtractive manufacturing for fabricating large aerospace components that feature high buy-to-fly ratio. Since the WAAM process builds up a part with complex geometry through the deposition of weld beads on a layer-by-layer basis, it is important to model the geometry of a single weld bead as well as the multi-bead overlapping process in order to achieve high surface quality and dimensional accuracy of the fabricated parts. This study firstly builds models for a single weld bead through various curve fitting methods. The experimental results show that both parabola and cosine functions accurately represent the bead profile. The overlapping principle is then detailed to model the geometry of multiple beads overlapping together. The tangent overlapping model (TOM) is established and the concept of the critical centre distance for stable multi-bead overlapping processes is presented. The proposed TOM is shown to provide a much better approximation to the experimental measurements when compared with the traditional flat-top overlapping model (FOM). This is critical in process planning to achieve better geometry accuracy and material efficiency in additive manufacturing. Abstract: Wire and arc additive manufacturing (WAAM) is a promising alternative to traditional subtractive manufacturing for fabricating large aerospace components that feature high buy-to-fly ratio. Since the WAAM process builds up a part with complex geometry through the deposition of weld beads on a layer-by-layer basis, it is important to model the geometry of a single weld bead as well as the multi-bead overlapping process in order to achieve high surface quality and dimensional accuracy of the fabricated parts. This study firstly builds models for a single weld bead through various curve fitting methods. The experimental results show that both parabola and cosine functions accurately represent the bead profile. The overlapping principle is then detailed to model the geometry of multiple beads overlapping together. The Tangent Overlapping Model (TOM) is established and the concept of the critical centre distance for stable multi-bead overlapping processes is presented. The proposed TOM is shown to provide a much better approximation to the experimental measurements when compared with the traditional Flat-top Overlapping Model (FOM). This is critical in process planning to achieve better geometry accuracy and material efficiency in additive manufacturing.
Introduction
Additive manufacturing (AM) builds up a component through the deposition of materials layer-by-layer instead of starting with an over dimensioned raw block and removing unwanted material, as practised in conventional subtractive manufacturing. AM is a promising alternative for fabricating components made of expensive materials such as titanium and nickel in the aerospace industry where such components often suffer an extremely high buy-to-fly ratio. Many techniques have been developed for manufacturing metal structures in AM, such as Selective Laser Sintering [1] , Direct Metal Deposition [2] , Electron Beam Freeform Fabrication [3] , Shape Deposition Manufacturing [4] , and Wire and Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM) [5] [6] [7] .
With regard to how the additive material is supplied, currently popular AM technologies can be classified as either a powder-feed process or a wire-feed process [8, 9] . The powderfeed process is capable of fabricating parts with small size and high geometrical accuracy. In addition, it is possible to produce parts with functionally graded materials (FGM) [10] . On the other hand, the wire-feed approach is a cleaner and more environmentally friendly process, which does not expose operators to the potentially hazardous powder environment. Compared with the powder-feed process, it has higher material usage efficiency with up to 100% of the wire material deposited into the component. Additionally, metal wires are lower in cost and more readily available than metal powders having suitable properties for AM, making wire-feed technology more cost-competitive.
Depending on the energy source used for metal deposition, wire-feed AM can be classified into three groups, namely: laser based, arc welding based, and electron beam based [11] . Among these, arc welding based AM has shown promise due to its combined advantages of higher deposition rate, energy efficiency, safe operation and lower cost. Generally, the deposition rate of laser or electron beam deposition is in the order of 2 -10 g/min, compared with 50 -130 g/min for arc welding based AM technology [12] [13] [14] . Laser is commonly used as the energy source in AM system. However, it has very poor energy efficiency (2% -5%) [15] . Electron beam has a slightly higher energy efficiency (15% -20%), but it requires a high vacuum working environment [16] . Compared with the poor energy efficiency of laser and electron beam, the energy efficiency of arc welding processes such as the Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) or Gas Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW) processes can be as high as 90% in some circumstances [17, 18] . As a result, WAAM using either the GMAW or the GTAW process is a promising technology for manufacturing aerospace components with median to large size in terms of productivity, costcompetitiveness and energy efficiency [5, 6, 19, 20] .
Generally, the AM process involves slicing 3D CAD model into a set of 2.5D layer contours with a constant or adaptive thickness, and depositing material into these contours to build the parts layer-by-layer from the bottom to the top. In WAAM, this building strategy incorporates the deposition of a large number of single weld beads side by side. Therefore, accurate models for single bead geometry as well as the multi-bead overlapping play an important role in determining the surface quality and dimensional accuracy of the fabricated products.
This study firstly builds models for a single bead profile through curve fitting methods. The experimental results show that both parabola and cosine functions accurately represent the bead profile. Based on the obtained single-bead model, a multi-bead overlapping model is developed and the critical centre distance to achieve stable multi-bead overlapping processes is analysed. The proposed model is proven to be a much better approximation to the experimental measurements compared to the traditional overlapping model from existing literatures.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 models and compares the curve fitting results of three mathematical models for a single weld bead. Section 3 proposes a novel multi-bead overlapping model and develops the concept of critical centre distance. Section 4 presents the experimental results and discussions for the new multi-bead overlapping model followed by conclusions in Section 5.
Single bead modelling
Much research has been directed towards developing a correlation between welding parameters and weld bead geometry by using regression analysis [5] , artificial neural networks, or combinations of these two techniques [21] . A symmetric parabola profile of the weld bead has been described by Suryakumar et al. [22] . Cao et al. [23] fitted the weld bead boundary with Gaussian, logistic, parabola and sine functions, and found that the sine function can fit the measured data with highest accuracy. Xiong et al. [24] compared the measured weld beads under different welding parameters to three frequently-used profile models, namely circular arc, parabola, and cosine function. It was shown that the optimal model for the bead profile is largely dependent on the ratio of wire feed rate to welding speed. Previous research had used measured bead height and width instead of complete crosssectional profile for the model parameters identification. Nevertheless, the relative errors of bead cross-sectional area predicted by their models were as high as 15 -20% in certain circumstance [22, 24] . Therefore, a further detailed measurement of the bead cross-sectional profile and the curve fitting based method are necessary for accurate modelling of bead geometry.
Single bead empirical models
Three popular mathematic functions, parabola, cosine and arc, are used here to model the cross-sectional profile of a single weld bead, as shown in Table 1 . The bead height, h, bead width, w, and the bead area A for each model are summarised using various model parameters. In these functions, a, b, and c are model parameters which must be identified through experimental measurements. Table 1 : Three bead models and the related bead height, bead width, and bead area.
Experimental set-up
Experimental tests were conducted using a robotic welding system at the University of Wollongong. The robotic WAAM system and 3D laser scanning system have been integrated into a welding cell to conduct the experiments, as described in Fig. 1 . A computer interface (1) is used to program the experimental processes and collect the experimental results. The robot controller (2) is used to coordinate both the robot motions and welding processes. (3) A programmable GMAW power source (3) is used to control the welding process. A large industrial robot (4) implements the movement of the welding torch (5) for metal deposition, and subsequently a laser profiler (6) to measure the bead profile. An example of weld bead deposits on a work piece is shown (7). The pulsed-spray GMAW transfer mode was used to minimize the heat input. The wire electrode was copper coated steel wire with the diameter of 1.2 mm. The stick-out length was set to 18mm to minimise weld spatter for this particular process. A shielding gas mixure of 82% argon and 18% CO 2 was used with a flow rate of 22 L/min. The wire feed rate was set at 5 m/min and the welding speed was varied from 200 to 550 mm/min. A 3D laser profile scanner with a resolution of 0.02 mm was used to accurately measure the cross-sectional profile of the weld beads at different locations along the welding direction. In order to improve the accuracy of measurements that are subject to random errors, each bead profile was scanned 200 times. The experimental data obtained from the laser profiler was processed using MATLAB. A 3D plot of some measured weld bead profiles is shown in Fig. 2 . The left profile is a single bead with 200 cross-sections, while the centre and right are the profiles of welds having two overlapping beads. 
Curve fitting results
Experiments were carried out for a combination of 1 wire-feed rate ( f V ) and 8 different welding speeds ( w V ). Each of the eight weld bead profiles is fitted using the three previously mentioned models with parameters that produce the highest value of R 2 , which is the square of the correlation between the response values and the predicted response values. The parameters obtained from each model are summarised in Table 2 . The ratio (λ) of wire-feed rate to welding speed is also calculated. With λ ranges from 9.1 to 25, the R 2 of all models are higher than 0.975, indicating that all of the models can accurately predict the weld bead geometry. The relative error of area prediction, , is defined as the percentage of the area difference between the predicted and the actual bead area over the actual bead area, ,
where, is the prediction of the bead area by the mathematical models listed in Table 1 .
The actual area, of a weld bead cross-section, namely metal deposition rate per unit length, can be calculated as ,
where, is the wire-feed rate, is the diameter of the wire electrode, and is the welding speed. As shown in Fig. 3 , the relative errors of all three models are within ±4%. Compared with relative errors up to 15% in previous literature [22, 24] , the model parameters identified in this study are much more accurate without considering the material loss during the welding process. This is mainly due to the use of curve fitting with detailed bead cross-sectional measurements instead of only employing the bead height and width in the model fitting. As shown in Fig. 3 , between the three empirical models, the parabola model and the cosine model provide a better approximation than the arc model. Good agreement between experimental results and the parabola model is obtained under all welding speeds, as shown in Fig. 4 . In the following sections, the parabola model will be used for developing the overlapping model. 
Multi-bead overlapping model
Some preliminary investigations on multi-bead overlapping models have been made in recent years [22] [23] [24] [25] . A simple Flat-top Overlapping Model (FOM) has been developed in the literature, and is described as follows. Let a single bead have a height h and width w; and the adjacent beads have a centre distance d. The area of valley and overlapping area in adjacent beads are depicted in Fig. 5 . The centre distance d between adjacent beads plays an important role in determining surface quality and smoothness. When the centre distance d is greater than the single bead width w, there is no overlap within the two adjacent beads. As the centre distance is decreased, the overlapping area in Fig. 5 increases, and the area of the valley decreases. As the centre distance d decreases to a certain value, the overlapping area becomes equal to the area of the valley and the overlapped surface will become an optimal plane. With a further decrease of d, excessive overlapping area leads to an increased thickness of the deposited layer and decreasing surface smoothness. Consequently, the optimal centre distance d is determined by the criterion that a flat plane will be obtained when the overlapping area is equal to the area of valley. However, it has been observed through experimentation that it is impossible to achieve the ideally flat overlapped surface [22, 25] . Therefore the overlap criterion proposed in these studies is not optimal and produces an undesired wavy surface. As a work piece requires deposition of several layers, uneven layer surface may lead to accumulating errors along the vertical direction, resulting in unstable deposition after several layers. Therefore, it is very important to build a more accurate bead overlapping model based on the determination of the optimal centre distance, so that a stable overlapping process can be achieved. 
Principle of the tangent overlapping model (TOM)
In the traditional flat-top overlapping model (FOM) of Fig. 5 , the area of valley consists of the boundaries of two beads and one straight line which connect the summits of both weld beads. However, during welding tests described in the previous section, it was observed that there is a "critical valley" geometry that better approximates the cross-section of multiple welding beads in Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW).
As shown in Fig. 6(a) , for two weld beads with a width w and a height h, Bead 1 is first deposited on the substrate, and Bead 2 is deposited next to Bead 1 with a centre distance of d. A is the left-most point of Bead 2, at the toe of the weld. Point B is the point on Bead 1 which shares the same abscissa with point A. Line BC is tangential to Bead 2. In contrast to previous studies, this newly proposed model defines the critical valley as the zone BEC. The overlapping area is AED; the same as the previous FOM model. As the centre distance d is decreased from w to w/2, the size of the overlapping area (S AED ) increases from zero, while the size of the critical valley (S BEC ) increases initially from zero but then decreases. The detailed calculations of the area variations are provided in the following sections. As an introduction, the principle of TOM can be summarised as follows:
(1) When S AED = S BEC , the overlapped profile is described by Fig. 6(b) . The corresponding centre distance is called the critical centre distance d*. (2) When the centre distance d varies from d* to w, S AED < S BEC . In this case, the overlapped profile is shown in Fig. 6(c) . Since the area of the critical valley BEC is larger than the overlapping area AED, the actual area of valley will be B'EC' with the area of B'EC' is equal to the area of AED, where B' is a point on Bead 1, and line B'C' is tangential to Bead 2. (3) When the centre distance d varies from w/2 to d*, S AED > S BEC , as shown in Fig. 6(d) .
The excessive overlapping area results in the altered profile of Bead 2. Through experimental tests, the parabolic curve of Bead 2 has been measured. As for previous geometric cases, B is also a point on bead one that shares the same abscissa with point A, but point A is defined on the non-altered profile of Bead 2 rather than the actual altered profile. Line BC is tangential to the altered profile of Bead 2. The profile of Bead 2 has been changed, indicating that the overlapping process is not stable for the first few beads. When multiple beads are deposited, the layer thickness will increase in comparison with the case d* ≤ d < w. This results in the height of the first bead being much lower than the rest.
Overlapping of two beads
With the proposed overlapping principles of TOM, the key step of the overlapping model is to calculate the critical centre distance for any given weld bead. Case (1) The centre distance d = d* In Fig. 6(a) , two weld beads are considered as two parabolic functions expressed as:
where c is equal to the weld height h and a = -4h/w 2 . For a given weld bead, a and c are derived from the model of a single bead. If the coordinates of points A, B, F, C are defined as A(x 1 ,0), B(x 1 ,y 1 ), F(x 2 ,0), C(x 2 ,y 2 ), the gradient of the line BC is k, then S AED and S BEC can be represented using the following functions:
We define f(d) as the function of the difference between S AED and S BEC : This indicates that within the range of (w/2, w), there exist a unique critical distance, d* = 0.738w. Fig. 7 plots the trends of S AED , S BEC , and f(d) as the centre distance d varies from w/2 to w. With increasing centre distance, the S AED decreases, while S BEC increases at the beginning but decreases to zero in the end. S AED is equal to S BEC when the centre distance d is equal to the critical centre distance 0.738w. Case (2) The centre distance d in the range d* < d < w
As described in Fig.6 (c) , B' is a point on Bead 1, C' is a point on Bead 2. Line B'C' is tangential to Bead 2. By applying the relationship that S AED is equal to S B'EC' , the coordinates of point B' and C' can be solved, and the overlapped profile can be obtained similarly to case (1). Case (3) The centre distance w/2 < d < d* When the centre distance d is less than the critical centre distance, the second bead profile is changed. In this case, the overlapping process is more complicated. Through experimental measurements, it was found that the boundary of the second weld bead can also be represented by a parabola function with the same parameter a as the parabolic curve of the first weld bead. Therefore, the second bead can be represented as: (8) where, the parameter c 2 , the height of the second weld bead, can be solved at the certain centre distance d. For simplicity, the detailed calculations are omitted here. 
dimensional accuracy of the fabricated products. Therefore, it is important to investigate the overlapping process of multi-bead deposits. In the case of d ≥ d*, the all weld beads have the same height, so the parabolic function of all weld beads have the same value of parameter c (c 1 = c 2 = … = c n ). This means that the overlapping process of the third weld bead on the second weld bead is the same as that the process of overlapping the second weld bead on the first weld bead. Therefore, the process of multi-bead overlapping can be considered as the repeated two-bead overlapping processes. However, in the case of d < d*, the parabolic function of the second weld bead boundary will be changed during the overlapping process. For any given weld bead in the multi-bead deposit, the overlapped profile can be simulated numerically. The schematic overlapped profile of a multi-bead deposit at d < d* is represented in Fig. 8 . It can be found that such overlapping processes are not stable, with the thickness of the layer increasing as more beads are deposited. 
Experimental verification for the overlapping model
Based on the traditional FOM, to achieve a flat deposition surface the optimal centre distance is d = 0.667w using the parabola model for single bead. According to the proposed TOM, a centre distance of 0.667w would induce an unstable overlapping processes as it is less than the critical centre distance d* = 0.738w. Fig. 9 compares the experimental measurements of overlapping bead profile with the predictions from the proposed TOM and the traditional FOM. The welding speed was set at 400 mm/min for this test. The single bead model parameters can be obtained from row 5 in Table 2 . The bead width is calculated using the formula in Table 1 .
Prediction of the overlapped profile at d = 0.667w through the traditional FOM yields:
Prediction of the overlapped profile at d=0.667w through the proposed TOM yields:
where, is the height of the first bead; c 2 is the height of the second bead, which could be solved numerically; x 1 , x 2 and k are parameters as mentioned in Section 3.2, all of these can be solved for any given weld bead; w 2 is the width of the second bead which could be solved when c 2 is obtained. In Fig. 9 , the experimental data, FOM and proposed TOM are represented by the dotted line, dashed line and solid line respectively. It can be seen that the proposed TOM approximates the experimental results much better than the traditional FOM, particularly in the zone of the valley.
Using the traditional FOM, a flat plane would be obtained at the optimal centre distance, which does not match with the experimental data. The proposed TOM model is more suitable in describing the zone of the valley. Additionally, the proposed model predicts a higher peak for the second bead as the centre distance is less than d*, which has been confirmed in the experimental measurements. To compare the accuracy of both models quantitatively, relative errors between the measured profile and the predicted profile along the bead width direction are plotted in Fig.  10 , with e y defined as, (11) It can be found that FOM results in a high relative error in the zone of the valley (0 ~ 6mm in Fig. 10 ). This is because the valley is assumed to be a flat plane in the literature, but it is waved in the experiments. The proposed TOM is more accurate than the traditional FOM. Although both models are not accurate at the zone near the substrate, it is inconsequential and may be disregarded when compared to the zone of the valley, because the volume of deposited material is much lower near the weld toe in comparison to the valley. Further experimental measurements of overlapped bead profile for various centre distance d are provided. Fig. 11 presents the model predictions and measurement data in all three circumstances, namely:
It can be seen that, the proposed TOM agree with experiments very well in all three situations. Fig. 11 The experimental results of overlapped bead profile at various centre distance d
Unlike the traditional FOM, the proposed TOM model predicts an asymmetrical overlapping geometry between the peaks of the two beads. In addition, the experimental measurements show that the height of second bead is higher than the first one when the centre distance is smaller than the critical centre distance, which agrees with the proposed model. The ratio of the height for the second bead over the first bead at various centre distances are calculated and compared to experimental measurements, as shown in Fig. 12 . It can be seen that when the centre distance d is larger than the critical centre distance d*, the ratio is approximately 1.0, i.e. the second bead has the same height as the first one. When the centre distance is less than the critical centre distance, the ratio increases, indicating an increase in the height of the second bead. The proposed TOM model has been quantitatively verified through these experimental measurements. According to the centre distance, there are stable and unstable overlap zones, which is has significant implications for process planning in WAAM.
The best use of the bead overlapping model is to provide an estimate of optimal centre distance for AM. The traditional model proposes d opt = 0.667w while the proposed model claims d opt = 0.738w. Further experiments were conducted at both of these centre distances for multi-bead and multi-layer deposition to compare the performance of the models. As shown in Fig. 13 , AM deposits were made at these centre distances with five layers of deposition and six beads in each layer. The welding speed was 500mm/min for these tests. The cross section was scanned after the first, third and fifth layers were deposited. It should be noted that, during the deposition processes, a few minutes of waiting time was used between each pass as well as subsequent layers to eliminate the temperature's effects on weld bead geometries as much as possible. Fig.12 The ratio of the height of the second bead to the first bead (c 2 /c 1 ) at various centre distance d/w Fig. 13 Experiments of multi-bead and multi-layer deposition.
In Fig. 13(a) , a centre distance of d = 0.667w was used. After deposition of five layers, it can be seen that the layer thickness at the first bead becomes much lower than the rests. This result is predicted by the proposed TOM. Since the centre distance is less than d*, the height of the following bead will be higher than the previous one. In Fig. 13(b) , the critical centre distance (d = 0.738w) proposed by the TOM is used. After deposition of five layers, the variations in the height of the bead peaks from left to right hand are relatively smaller. As more layers are deposited, the variation in bead peak height becomes progressively worse when the centre distance d = 0.667w, while it is significantly more stable when the centre distance d = 0.738w. These results demonstrate that the critical centre distance proposed by the TOM results in a stable overlapping process, which is a necessary condition for the additive manufacture of large components.
Generally, any component that is built by depositing a series of overlapping beads is subjected to a machining process to remove the scallops. Yield η is the ratio of the volume of the part remaining after machining to the volume of the total metal deposited. Yield reflects the material utilization for a process, very similar to casting. In Fig. 13(a) and (b) , the maximum yield at two centre distance are 75.7% and 84.1% respectively, indicating that the proposed TOM is more material efficient than the traditional FOM.
Conclusions
In this research, the model of a single weld bead cross-sectional profile has been developed using parabola, cosine, and arc functions, respectively. Using high resolution measurements from a 3D laser scanning system, the model parameters have been accurately determined by curve fitting the experimental measurements to the various functions. It was found that both parabola and cosine models can most accurately represent a single weld bead.
Based on experimental observations, the profiles produced by multi-bead overlapping processes have been analysed, and a multi-bead tangent overlapping model (TOM) was proposed. Distinct from the traditional flat-top overlapping model (FOM), the concept of the critical valley has been defined and incorporated into the proposed model. The critical centre distance d* that is necessary for a stable overlapping process is predicted from this model. The proposed model was validated experimentally by producing multi-bead deposits at various centre distances. It was found that the traditional model tends to under-estimate the critical centre distance, thereby producing unstable deposits of unacceptably variable height. In contrast, the new model was able to accurately predict the critical centre distance, so that stable deposits were made. This detailed investigation of the multi-bead overlapping process will provide important information for process planning in WAAM.
